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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR ESTIMATION 
IN THE MODELING OF NONLINEAR ELASTOMERS1 

H. T . B A N K S , N. J . L Y B E C K , M. J . G A I T E N S , B . C. M U N O Z AND L. C. Y A N Y O 

We report on our efforts to model nonlinear dynamics in elastomers. Our efforts include 
the development of computational techniques for simulation studies and for use in inverse 
or system identification problems. As a first step towards the full dynamic case, we present 
the static inverse problem, with experimental results. We also present results from the 
simulation of dynamic experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A problem of fundamental interest and great importance in modern material sciences 
is the development of new materials for use as both passive and active vibration 
suppression devices. Materials such as elastomers, rubber-like composites typically 
filled with inactive particles such as carbon black and silica, are frequently used in 
parts such as engine mounts and springs. One could imagine using active fillers, 
such as piezoelectric, magnetic, or conductive particles, to create a "smart" material 
which could be used as an active vibration suppression device. In the quest to 
develop such materials, accurate mathematical models of the dynamic mechanical 
behavior of elastomers are desirable. 

The s tandard constitutive laws, such as Hooke's law, were developed for metals, 
which behave very differently than elastomers. Thus a different approach is necessary 
for modeling these types of materials. There is an abundance of literature, dating 
back to the 1940's, on modeling the behavior of rubber-like materials (see [12, 16, 
19, 20]). Some of these models are based on the statistical molecular theory of 
polymers, but most are phenomenological models, utilizing strain energy functions 
(SEFs) and /or finite strain (FS) theories. The SEF and FS theories are, as currently 
used in industry, static in nature. While they can effectively capture the nonlinear 
behavior of elastomers, these models do not address some of the more complex 
behaviors exhibited by elastomers: hysteresis (the loss of potential energy); damping 
(the loss of kinetic energy); and the dependence of strain on environment (e.g., 
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temperature) , fillers (type and amount) , and strain history (Mullins effect). We 
begin our approach as most other investigators do: with an isotropic, incompressible 
material under homogeneous strain. While our current efforts also do not capture 
many of the complex behaviors of elastomers, we can envision extensions of these 
models which will. These will be discussed at appropriate places. 

In order to compare our partial differential equation (PDE) based method to the 
popular SEF methods, we must first present the general framework for the phe-
nomenological (SEF, FS) methods. SEF material models, such as those of Mooney-
Rivlin, Ogden, Treloar and numerous others, are based on strain invariants L, where 
I\ = \f +A2 + A3, L2 = A2A3 +Af Ajj + Af Aj and L3 = A^A^Ag and the A; are the prin
cipal extension ratios (deformed length of unit vectors along directions parallel to 
the principal axes, i.e., the axes of zero shear strain). For example, the Mooney SEF 
is given by U = C\(I\ — 3) + C2(L2 — 3), or more generally, the modified expression 
U = C\(I\ — 3) + /(L2 — 3), where / has certain qualitative properties, and is most 
appropriate for components where the rubber is not tightly confined and where the 
assumption of absolute incompressibility (implying Ai A2A3 = 1 or L3 = 1) is a reason
able approximation. The more general Rivlin SEF U = Yli+i>\ C»'i(1l — 3)2(L2 — 3)-l 
and its generalization for near incompressibility (see [8]) allow higher order depen
dence of the SEF on the invariants. 

The finite strain elastic theory due to Rivlin [16, 20] is developed with a gener
alized Hooke's law in an analogy to infinitesimal strain elasticity except no "small 
deformation" assumption is made. It includes higher order exact terms in its for
mulation. Moreover, finite stresses are defined relative to the deformed body and 
hence are the "true stresses" as opposed to the "nominal" or "engineering" stresses 
(relative to the undeformed body) one usually encounters in the infinitesimal linear 
elasticity used with metals. This Eulerian measure of strain (relative to a coordi
nate system convected with the deformations) -- as opposed to the usual Lagrangian 
measure (relative to a fixed coordinate system for the undeformed body) - is an 
important feature of any development of models for use in analytical, computation
al, and experimental investigations of rubber-like material bodies. The Rivlin finite 
strain elasticity can be directly related to the strain energy function formulations 
through equations relating the finite strains exx, eyy, ezz to the extension ratios 
Ai, A2, A3 used to define the SEF. For example, in homogeneous pure tensile strain 
we have X2

X = 1 + 2exx, \\ = 1 + 2eyy, A^ = 1 + 2ezz and eyz = ezx = exy = 0. 

One can begin with a choice of the SEF or with Rivlin's finite strain formulation, 
and use these along with s tandard material independent force and moment balance 
derivations (the Timoshenko theory [18, 10]) as the basis of dynamic models. To 
illustrate this we take the simplest example: an isotropic, incompressible (A1A2A3 = 
1) rubber-like rod under simple elongation with a finite applied stress in the principal 
axis direction x\. The finite stress theory (or the Mooney theory with SEF U = 
Ci (1 i — 3)) leads to a true stress a = g-(Af — —) or an engineering or nominal stress 
for what are termed neo-Hookean materials 

"«* = Y\ = § (Al"" Al) (1) 

where in terms of deformation u in the x\ = x direction we have (since deformations 
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in the y and z directions are negligible) 

du (du\ / du 
A - 1 + 2 e » = 1 + 2^+UJ =l1 + ^ J • (2) 

Here E is a generalized modulus of elasticity and we note these formulations are 
restricted to Ai > — 1 . 

This can be used in the Timoshenko theory for longitudinal vibrations of a rubber 
bar to obtain (p = mass density, F = applied external force, Ac is the cross sectional 
area) 

pA'W~^ = F (3) 

where S, the internal (engineering) stress resultant, is given by 

- ACE / 1 \ ACE (du (du\\ 
S= — lAl-AfJ = — ( „ + ' ( „ j ) (4) 

with g(£) = 1 — (1 + £ )~ 2 . (The splitting of the stress resultant into the sum of a 
linear and a nonlinear term is a convention used in [2, 4], for ease of establishment of 
the well-posedness and convergence arguments.) This leads to the nonlinear partial 
differential equation 

A d2u d (EAc8u\ 8 (EAC (du\\ _ 
pA<w - Tx \-~rTx) - Tx \r~r9 \d~)) = F (5) 

for dynamic longitudinal displacements of a neo-Hookean material rod in extension. 
Since a series expansion of g yields g(£) = 2£ — 3£2 + 4^3 — . . . , this is readily seen, 
in the case of small displacements, to reduce to the usual longitudinal deformation 
equation for Hookean materials. 

The neo-Hookean or simple Mooney expression for the SEF yielding the form of 
g in (4) has only limited practical application since it is inadequate in describing 
most filled elastomers. In general, one would employ equations such as (5) with a 
more general nonlinearity g which should be estimated from dynamic experiments. 
Moreover, one must also include hysteresis in the nonlinear integropartial differential 
equations (see [9, 12, 14, 15, 17]). 

In this paper we report on our efforts to develop such a class of finite strain 
dynamic models to be used in design of rubber based elastomers. We develop a 
mathematical framework for well-posedness and approximation in the context of 
identification or inverse problems. Computational results as well as our use of these 
techniques with experiments will be discussed. 

2. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

Our immediate interest is in the design of dynamic experiments to use in determining 
the strain function g in models such as (5). In one type of dynamic experiments 
a slender rod is suspended vertically with the top end (x = 0) fixed, as shown in 
Figure 1. 
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x = 0 

X = 

F(t) 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. 

Let u(t, x) denote the deformation at time t of the cross section that was located 
at a distance x from the top when the rod was free hanging (with no applied load). 
Thus u(t,0) = 0 for all t. The end x = I of the rod is attached to a motor which 
supplies a force F(t) to produce some prescribed movement or deformation u(t, 1) = 
A(t), t > 0. Hence the applied force F in (5) has the form F(t,x) = F(t)6(x — /) 
and the equation (5) and its solutions must be interpreted in some generalized or 
distributional sense. With the boundary conditions u(t,0) = 0, u(t,l) = A(t) one 
also has initial conditions u(0, x) = $(x), ii(0, x) = ty(x). In general, one should not 
expect the resulting initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for (5) to have classical 
(smooth) solutions. For example, if we start the system from rest <3> = 0, ^ = 0 
(or <$ ^ 0, ^ = 0 in the "preload" experiments described below) and apply a 
periodic force of the form F(t) = asincot, then classical solutions will not exist due 
to incompatibility in boundary and initial conditions. It is thus useful to write (5) 
in some generalized sense, 

utt +Au + N*g(Nu) = F mV* 

where A = A + M*g(j\f-) is an operator (in general, nonlinear) from a space V of 
functions to its dual (or conjugate dual) V*. For the system (5), it is most convenient 
to choose V = H£,(0, /) = {</> G H1(0, /) | 0(0) = 0} and treat the boundary condition 
u(t,0) = 0 as an essential boundary condition. Here Hl(0,l) is the usual Sobolev 
space of L2(0,/) functions with derivatives in L2(0,/). If we take as pivot space 
H = L2(0,/) in the Gelfand triple setting V t—» H 6-» V"*, then it is readily shown 
that the operator Au ~ £ (--^- ( f j + g ( § j ) ) ) has the form 

as a mapping from V to V* and reduces to the usual (and well-known) linear op
erator in C(V,V*) in the case that the internal stress resultant (4) is linear. The 
corresponding weak or variational form of (5) is given by (for F(t, x) = F(t) 6(x — l)) 

(Mci,^+(^^,0') + ( ^ ( Q , 0 ' ) = <F(()̂ -o,*> = ^ w ) w 
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for all <f) € V = Hl
L(0,l). The associated IBVP consists of finding u(t,-) G V 

satisfying u(t,l) = A(t), u(0, •) = $, w(0, •) = W. To see that this is the correct 
variational form, we argue as follows: Suppose u is a solution of (6) that also satisfies 
u(t) £ H2(0,1). Then the usual integration by parts arguments in (6) yield (assuming 
smoothness of g) 

t .. dfEAcfdu fdu\\\ A EAC fdu fdu\\ .... =,,„ J/?N 

for all <f> € V = Hi(0, /). But this is equivalent to 

pA<U=te(— (o-x+9{d-x)))> °<X<1 (?) 

in the sense of L2(0, /) and 

¥(&o+ . (£)( i))- /w. «>o. (8) 
We note that the left side of (8) is just the internal stress (see (4)) at x = I which 
of course must match the total external force applied at the end x = I. (Here the 
"forces" are actually linear force densities - i.e., forces per unit length since p is 
mass density.) 

3. STATIC MODEL 

Although our ultimate goal is to use the results of dynamic experiments to determine 
the nonlinearity g(£) = £ + g(£) (notice that we have combined the linear term 
with the nonlinear term here for the purpose of simplifying the computations), a 
reasonable first step is to approximate g(£) using data from static pull tests. While 
this type of experiment cannot be used to study damping, it can be used to study 
the nonlinearity g. Given observations A, representing the displacement at the end 
x = / of the rod resulting from a constant load /,-, we can pose the static inverse 
problem to minimize over some admissible class g E Q 

M 

J(g) = YJ\^i-Ui(l)\\ (9) 
trsl 

where u,- is the solution corresponding to g of a steady state version of (6) 

(¥»(£M-*<o. (^ 
With this goal in mind, we present first some well-posedness results for the steady 
state problem, and then some numerical results. 
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Well-Posedness of the Static Problem 

In order to address the question of well-posedness for the IBVP associated with 
(10), we present here a nonlinear Lax-Milgram lemma for the abstract steady state 
equation, 

Au = f in V* (11) 

for u G V, where A is a nonlinear mapping from V to V* and V e—> H ~ H* c—• V* 
is the usual Gelfand triple. We shall denote the H norm by | • |, the V norm by 
| • \v and the usual duality product by (•, -)v*,v where H is the pivot space. As we 
indicated above, we are interested in the special case in which the nonlinear mapping 
A has the form 

A = A + N*g(N-) (12) 

where A G C(V, V*), jV G C(V, H), g : H —> H. Here A is associated in the usual 
way with a sesquilinear form a : V x V —* C in that 

a((f),i;) = (A(j),ip)v*,v (j),ipEV. 

We assume that a satisfies the following conditions. 

(Al) The form a is Hermitian (symmetric) on V x V . 

(A2) The form a is V-continuous, i.e., for some c\ > 0 

kO^VOI < cMv Mv 

for all <f>,t/j eV. 

(A3) The form cr is strictly K-elliptic, i.e., for some &i > 0 

a((f>,4>)>ki\<l>\l 

for all <fi E V. 

The linear operator jV in the nonlinear term is assumed to satisfy 

(Nl) jV G C(V, H) and there exists k > 0 such that |jV>|# < v ^ M v for <̂  € V. 

The nonlinear mapping g satisfies 

(N2) g : H —+ H is continuous and |y(^)| < Ci |^ | + C2 for $ G H where Ci, C2 are 
nonnegative constants; 

(N3) g(Q) = 0 and for some e < 1 we have for all <f>, V* € H 

toM-fM.rf-^-e*-*"1!*-*.2, 
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where the constants k\, k > 0 are those in assumptions (A3) and (Nl), respectively. 
The conditions (A1)-(A3) are quite standard in the theory of linear systems 

while the conditions ( N l ) - (N3) are readily shown to hold for classes of the elastomer 
models discussed in Section 1. Under these assumptions, one can prove existence of 
unique solutions to (11) which can be viewed as a nonlinear version of the generalized 
Lax-Milgram lemma ([21] and [11]). The proof of Lemma 2.1, which can be found 
in [4], is constructive, and can be used to show convergence of certain Galerkin 
approximations.These results can also be considered a corollary of earlier results 
due to Minty and Browder ([13, 7]). 

Lemma 2 .1 . Under (A1)-(A3), (N1)-(N3), equation (11) has a unique solution 
u in V for each / £ V*. 

Numerical Results for the Static Inverse Problem 

We now proceed to the numerical estimation of g. Since methods currently exist 
to estimate an SEF from static testing results, we have a basis for comparison of 
our methods with commonly accepted techniques. The simplest such experiment is 
the static pull test, in which a slender rod is suspended vertically with the top end 
(x = 0) fixed, as shown above in Figure 1. Let Ui(x) denote the deformation (under 
a constant load fi) of the cross section that was located at a distance x from the top 
when the rod was free hanging (with no applied load). Thus u;(0) = 0, and the end 
x = I of the rod is subjected to a constant force /;. The sample satisfies the steady 
state equation 

£M£))-° •<•<' 
A.S (^) (0 = fi (13) 

x dx f 

ui(0) = 0 

Ui(l) = A; 

where the nonlinearity g = ~g is unknown. We seek to find g minimizing 

k 

J(g) = J2\^i-ui(h9)\2 (14) 

over some class of admissible functions g G Q, where {Ai, fi}i=1 are data from a 
series of "static pull" experiments. 

In general, problems such as those involving (14) are infinite dimensional in both 
state and parameter space and hence, for computational purposes, finite dimensional 
approximations must be made. For state approximation, one typically uses Galerkin 
techniques. However, in the case that g is monotone, the system of equations (13) 
satisfied by the rod can be simplified to 

w i ( / ) = / r l ( £ ) d x ' (l5) 
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and thus one may avoid making a state approximation. For parameter space dis
cretization (i.e., approximation of g), one may use a finite dimensional parameteri
zation or representation. In light of (15), it is appropriate to approximate g~l using 
M approximating piecewise linear elements (e.g., linear splines) 

M 

7 = 1 

The least squares spline inverse problem (LSSIP) is then equivalent to: find c £ RM 

minimizing 

J ф = £ | Д ť - « , • ( / ; Č)!5 (16) 
ť = i 

(Since we expect g to be monotone, estimating the inverse function is an acceptable 
technique.) We have used our methods (with 15 linear splines parameterizing <7-1) to 
fit the data from static tensile strain experiments. One of the standard engineering 
techniques is to use data to estimate a cubic Mooney-Rivlin SEF (see [19], [20]). As 
seen in [20], the engineering stress in the x direction which arises from the estimated 
SEF U is given by the equation 

Øeng = 2 ŕ Лi - j-j 
dU 1 dU 

~h~ X1dh 

Cubic MR 

30 - L SSIP i 
i 

1 25 • / / 
oз / 
§ 2 0 - / / / 
O / 3 s 

y 
•q 15 s~ 

яЗ 
O 

ьJ ^-^' 
10 

/ • 

.-'"'' 

5 

n 

/ / / / 

/ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Displacement (inches) 

F i g . 2 . Load vs. displacement for stat ic pull experiment. 

Figure 2 demonstrates that the results from the two methods, viewed in the load-
deflection plane, are nearly identical. The material used for the sample is a common 
elastomer formulation, similar to those used for tire sidewalls. It is a blend of natural 
rubber (cis-polyisoprene) and polybutadiene. It includes approximately 30 percent 
carbon black by weight, and is crosslinked with sulfur and accelerators. The data 
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is not included on the graph in Figure 2, as both fits are so close tha t the curves 
would be indistinguishable. 

A common practice is to view the results in the reduced stress plane (see [19], pp. 
95-99, [20], pp. 51-52), instead of the load-deflection plane. For a rod in uniaxial 
tension, the reduced stress (or Mooney stress) is given by 

ГM 
'eng 

2(Ai - Ar 2 ) 

дU_ 

дh 
1 dU 

\idh 

The reduced stress CTM is then plotted as a function of 1/Ai. Historically, this was 
used to gain some insight into the dependence of the SEF U on h and on h- As seen 
in Figure 3, the reduced stress curve generated from our method approximates the 
curve generated from the d a t a more closely than does the curve resulting from the 
s tandard SEF method. Thus the approach proposed in this note offers the potential 
for improvement on existing industrial methods. 

4. DYNAMIC MODEL 

In the dynamic experiments being discussed here, the system will be preloaded, 
i.e., we take the initial state of the rod so t h a t u(0,1) = A (and thus the initial 
displacement $ is taken as the solution of the steady state version of (7) subject 
to u(0) = 0, u(l) = A). Then we take A(/) = A + d(t) where d(t) > - A is some 
prescribed dynamics for the end x = /. In this way one can guarantee that the rod 
remains in simple extension, and compression (which leads to nontrivial shear) is 
not present during the course of the experiments. 

"5 90 

(Ž 

Cubic MR 

LSSIP 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
1/Ai 

Fig. 3 . Reduced stress vs. — for static pull experiment. 
Ai 

To determine the nonlinearity g(£), one has, for a given input A(t) (or F(t)), 
observations Z{ which are proportional to the strain |^-(tj,0) at the fixed end. The 
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estimation problem of interest consists of minimizing over some admissible class 
geQ 

M i Q . ,2 

m = £ du 
(17) 

where u is the solution of (6) corresponding to g. One may also be fortunate enough 
to have observations Ui of deformations u(ti,x;g) at some point x = x, 0 < x < /, 
and then the optimization criterion (17) can be modified accordingly. 

Well-Posedness of the Dynamic Problem 

Returning to the question of well-posedness for the IBVP associated with (6), in 
the event sufficient damping is present (the equations (5) or (6) are undamped and 
hence are not realistic physically), one may use the techniques and results of [1], [2] 
to establish well-posedness for a rather generous class of nonlinearities, even though 
we only have F(t, •) in V* for the problems at hand. (For g linear, well-posedness 
follows immediately from the results in [3].) Under appropriate assumptions on 
the damping sesquilinear form and the additional assumptions that g is of gradient 
type (i.e., there exists G : H —» M1 with the Frechet derivative of G given by 
G'(<j))ip = Ke (g((f)),ip) for ip 6 H), and for any <j> 6 H the Frechet derivative 
g'((p) exists and satisfies g'(<j>) G £(-£0 with \g'((j>)\c{H) <• C3 for some constant C3 
independent of <f>} one can use (A1)-(A3) and (N1)-(N3) to establish existence, 
uniqueness and certain regularity for solutions of (5). Details are given in [2]. 

Numerical Approximations 

The ultimate goal of solving an inverse problem to determine the nonlinearity g must 
be considered when developing a numerical scheme to solve the forward problem (6). 
The presence of the prescribed deformation u(t, I) = A -f d(t) indicates that a Tau-
Galerkin method would be a convenient method for solving the weak formulation 
(6). The theory developed in [6] further suggests that a Tau-Galerkin method is 
an appropriate choice in the context of solving least-squares parameter estimation 
problems. 

For a given g we use a Tau-Galerkin method with linear splines for the spatial 
discretization, and a Fehlberg fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta method in time. We 
therefore seek an approximate solution to (6) of the form 

TV 

uN(t,x) = 2 wj(t) Lj(x) 
i= i 

where the Lj are linear splines (given below), and Wj are unknown functions of 
time. In the Tau method, we impose the boundary condition u(t,l) = A + d(t) on 
the trial solutions uN, not on the individual basis elements. The boundary condition 
u(t, 0) = 0 is treated as an essential boundary condition and is imposed directly on 
each of the basis elements Lj. 
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Let h = jj denote the grid spacing. Let Xj = jh, j = 1 , . . . , N be the grid points. 
The usual linear splines are defined for 1 < j < N — 1 by 

L,(x)={ 

( 0, 0<x<(j-l)h 

x/h -(j-1), (j-l)h<x< jh 

-x/h + j + 1, jh < X < (j + 1) h 

0 , x > (j + 1) h 

with 

LN(x) = 
0, 0 <x< (N -l)h 

z/h-N+l, x>(N-l)h. 

In order to use the Runge-Kutta method, (6) must be written as a first order 
system in time. To accomplish this, we rewrite the weak formulation (6) as 

til = u2 

and for each <f> E Ho^O) 0 $ V = HL(°> 0 

JU2PActdx = -Jj'^g(^y 

The approximate solutions of (18) and (19) are given by 

(18) 

(19) 

л t-i 

uN(t, x)=J2 wj(ł) Li(x) + ( Л + d(ł)) LN(X) 
У=І 

N-1 

uN(t, x)=Y, M*) Li(x) + W) LN(x). 
; = i 

Substituting the approximate solutions into (18) we obtain equations 

Wj(t) = iPj(t), j=l,...,N-l. 

Substituting the approximate solutions into (19), and choosing </> = Lk w e find 

fl (N-1 . .. \ 
I I >J ^jLj + dLN I pAcLk dx 

J o \j=i / 

= -J*L^~g(^wjL'j + (A + d)LNUx. 
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For fixed t the discrete system is achieved by allowing k to vary between 1 and N — 1. 
The following notation is necessary to write down the discrete system. Define the 
(symmetric) tridiagonal mass matrix M with entries 

and 

[Miti)= / pAcĽ\dx, 
Jo 

[MІIІ+1] = [MІ+І!І] = / pAcLiLi+1 dì 
JQ 

Define the vector G with entries 

Gi 

and 

ri 4 F (N-I 

% = -J L\^f-g £ w^ + (A + ď) L'N dx i = 1,.. ., N - 2 , 

GN-I = -JQ L'^-f-g £ WJLJ + (A + d) Li, I - dPAt L7VLAT-1 dx 

The first order discrete system is then given by 

I 0 
0 M 

W " 0 I ' w 

. І . 0 0 . Ф. + 

vЩ ' " Ф • 

% K0) . Ф 

0 

G(ф) 

Numerical Studies 

We have used the numerical scheme outlined above in numerical simulation studies 
to aid in design of experiments. We describe briefly here some of our findings. 

The first question to be addressed in using the approximation schemes is related 
to their accuracy. One can prove convergence results: as N —* oo, the approximate 
solutions u converge to the solution u of (6). However, this does not answer the 
question of the value of N that we fix to use in our calculations. To aid in this matter, 
we performed a series of eigenvalue calculations with the approximate system in the 
case of a Hookean material (g(£) = 2£ in (5)). For a rod of length / = 15 cm, and 
constant cross section, one finds that the eigenvalues are given by An = mr/ly/E/p. 
Choosing material parameters E = 2.1 x 107 dyn/cm , p = 0.92 g/cm , we obtain the 
corresponding natural frequencies fn = An/(2~-) given by fn = 159.25n. Eigenvalue 
calculations with the approximate systems demonstrated good approximation of the 
first eight natural frequencies at N = 64. For example, at N = 48 and 64 we 
obtained / 4 8 = 159.28, /f4 = 159.27 to approximate / i = 159.25 while / 4 8 = 
1124.55 , / | 4 = 1120.28 approximate / - = 1114.75. Similar approximates are found 
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for the other frequencies. Based on these eigenvalue studies for the linear systems 
(of course, the ideas of eigenvalues and modes are not useful for the neo-Hookean 
system) we used N = 48 in our calculations, including those reported on here. 

We considered a number of questions in support of our experimental design goals 
and we list several of these, (i) What shape (l,Ac = A(x), etc.) should be used 
in order to provide ample information about the material and yet will be easily 
constructed? (ii) If additional observations (say of displacement) are possible, where 
should these be taken to maximize the differences between Hookean and neo-Hookean 
material responses? (We know, for example, that displacement sensors near nodal 
points for a linear system is not an intelligent choice!) (iii) Wha t type of input 
signals will sufficiently distinguish the Hookean and neo-Hookean responses so as to 
enhance our possibilities for identifying g from vibration response data? (iv) How 
should we test damping? The linear version of equation (6) is undamped (does the 
nonlinearity g itself provide some type of damping or dissipation of input energy?), 
while the experimental responses will definitely exhibit significant damping. 

We discuss briefly some of our findings related to two of these questions. First 
the question of damping is a difficult one that we are still pursuing. However, as 
the graphs in Figure 4 reveal, the Hookean model, as expected, has no inherent 
damping. Each graph in Figure 4 corresponds to a simulation with zero initial dis
placement but with the same nonzero initial velocity (this simulates a structure that 
has been excited with the same energy input at t — 0 and afterwards allowed to freely 
oscillate). The neo-Hookean response suggests that there is some inherent energy 
reduction in the nonlinear system but it clearly is not damping in the traditional 
sense we understand. It also does not correspond to the rapid dissipation we see in 
oscillating rubber samples. The displacement is shown at 1/4 in anticipation of using 
FFT ' s to s tudy the natural frequencies excited (when measured at l/k, k = 1,2, . . . , 
information on the kth mode is lost). 

Hookean model, displacement at 1/4 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

time (sec) 
Neo-Hookean model, displacement at 1/4 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

time (sec) 

Fig. 4. Damping experiment for both a Hookean and a neo-Hookean model. 

The question of type of input signal to use has yielded quite nicely to our numer-
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ical investigations. We have considered persistent sinusoidal inputs d(t) = a smut 
with the driving frequency of / = U)/(2TT) near and far from resonance for the linear 
system. We also considered periodic triangular inputs (a "sawtoothed" sinusoidal 
that is between a square wave and a smooth sinusoidal). In many numerical exper
iments, it was observed that the driving frequency dominated the responses with 
varying levels of energy exciting the natural structural modes of the Hookean sys
tem. In FFT's of the neo-Hookean responses, one sees energy concentrations but, 
as one might expect, not so sharply as in systems with modes. 

One important constraint on the periodic input signals is the frequency range for 
/ possible in the experimental test equipment. While a frequency sweep (say between 
0 and 500 Hz) would reveal significant information, we are physically restricted (at 
least in the range of deformations we are interested in) to excitations in the 0 — 25 Hz 
range. These (in the range of displacements allowed) do not yield really substantial 
excitation in frequencies much beyond the first natural frequency of the Hookean 
model. 

Our most promising results to date suggest that a simulated "impulse" for the 
system might sufficiently distinguish the Hookean and neo-Hookean responses when 
working in the frequency/displacement ranges dictated by our experimental equip
ment. In Figures 5 and 6 we plot the input signal (a triangular displacement ap
proximating an impulse input) and the FFT of the corresponding displacement at 
x = 1/4 in the rod for an input possible with frequency set at 15 Hz. Figure 5 
contains the Hookean response while Figure 6 is the neo-Hookean. In Figures 7 and 
8 we give similar plots for an input signal corresponding to / = 25 Hz. 

Position at I, f — 15 
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5.5 1 -

ß 5 o -
4.5 -

4 1 -
35 ( 35 ( ) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
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time (sec) 
F F T of response at Z/4 

50 
' 

• i i i 

' 
40 • -
30 " 
20 • 1 -
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^ , , k , , 1 
100 150 200 250 300 350 

Hertz 

F i g . 5 . Hookean response at 15 Hz. 
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Position at /, / = 15 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
time (sec) 

FFT of response at 1/4 

F i g . 6. Neo-Hookean response at 15 Hz. 

Position at ., / = 25 
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: 5 -
4.5 ' -

4 1 -
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
time (sec) 

FFT of response at 1/4 

F i g . 7 . Hookean response at 25 Hz. 
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Position at /, / = 25 

6 i 
5.5 ł S 5 
4.5 

• 

4 -1 , 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

time (sec) 
FFT of response at Z/4 

Fig. 8. Neo-Hookean response at 25 Hz. 

5. C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S 

In the discussions above we have outlined some of our initial efforts on the intellectu
ally st imulating but difficult problems related to the understanding of the dynamics 
of filled elastomers. We are currently conducting experiments and developing com
putat ional techniques for the estimation of g in (6) from vibration response data. 
Moreover, in related studies [5] we are developing models and computational schemes 
to t reat hysteresis as well as damping in composite material structures containing 
viscoelastic components. 

(Received February 14, 1996.) 
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